
 
First Quarter 

 

FAS #1 
●MS7-LA-L.01.A.0 Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and their 

function in specific sentences, placing them correctly within a sentence.  

●MS7-LA-L.01.B.0 Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-

complex sentences to signal differing relationships among ideas. 

Standards 
●Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence and 

demonstrate and understanding of the topic or text 

●Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and examples 

●Establish and maintain a formal style 

Objectives (basic; structural) 

I can: 

●Annotate thoroughly with thoughtful comments and questions; read purposefully  

●Organize my writing using a graphic organizer 

●Write an argument, choosing a side and defending the argument with text evidence  

●Use multiple sources to write a multi-paragraph essay  

●Vary sentence structure in my writing 

●Use MLA Format correctly 

Projects 
●Argument: How is TV negatively or positively affecting people? 

●Multi-paragraph TED Talk Evaluation  

●Revisions; Peer Editing  

 

Second Quarter 

 

FAS #2 

●MS7-LA-L.02.00.0 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 

●MS7-LA-L.02.A.0 Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives 

●MS7-LA-L.02.B.0 Spell correctly 

Standards 

●Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships 

among claims, reasons, and evidence 

●Use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among 

ideas and concepts 

●Write a reflection on the importance and meaning of religious writing and identify 

how they reflect the faith and personal spirituality. 

Objectives (expanding; specified) 

I can: 

●Paraphrase precisely and effectively 

●Participate in respectful, reflective discussions 

●Write an engaging introductory paragraph with a coherent, complete thesis 

●Thoughtfully peer edit, making suggestions and giving helpful feedback 

●Use content-based transitions between and within paragraphs 

Projects 
●Socratic Seminar 

●Media Evaluation – Relevant Political Issues 

●Knights of Columbus Essay – Relevant Religious Issues 

●School Board Letter  

 

Third Quarter 

 

FAS #3 
●MS7-LA-W.02.00.0 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and 

analysis of relevant content. 

Standards 

●Use domain specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic 

●Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the 

information or explanation presented 

●With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen 

writing as needed through the writing process 

 Objectives (improving; building) 

I can: 
●Use academic word choice 

●Write a literary analysis by analyzing, making inferences, and drawing conclusions 

and communicating this analysis effectively and coherently 

●Write a strong conclusion that leaves the reader with something to consider 

Projects 
●Writing Formative Assessment 

●Poetry for Panther’s Pen 

●Character Analysis Essay 

●Literary Analysis Essay 

Fourth Quarter 

 

FAS #4 

●MS7-LA-W.03.00.0 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 

organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. Produce writing 

of varying lengths (informal short essays, formal long essays) 

Standards 

●Writing has a clear thesis statement clearly supported through research from the 

formal research process 

●Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital resources, using search 

terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote or 

paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following 

a standard format for internal citations and bibliography. 

Objectives (summative; polishing) 

●Develop ideas using multiple sources and asses the credibility of sources 

●Organize essay with self-created graphic organizer 

●Develop personal writing goals and create concrete steps to reach these goals 

●Write a research paper about a real-world problem and offer a solution 

●Craft a works cited page 

Projects 
●Writing Formative Assessment 

●Goal Setting for Writing Skills 

●Research Project 


